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xstoryplayer has a lot of similarities with xstoryplayer 2.0, like the stories are divided in chapters and the girls can be saved. but i dont recommend you to play with the chick sex tab, because it just isn't as good as the regular sex.
the sex scenes can be saved as well, but i dont recommend you to replay them. you will need to lose about 3 hours if you want to finish the game. even if you lose your progress, you can still continue if you load a save file from
before that chapter. but if you wanted to play that chapter again, you have to start over. at least for now, this game is still in beta, and has a lot of bugs. the biggest problem is that there are no sound effects at all, even if you are
in a sex scene, and the cutscenes are buggy. for example, if you are in the cumming position, the cum is still dripping out of her pussy even if you dont move. the same goes for the puking effect, if you have a sex partner that
likes to cum while puking. sometimes the cum shows up while she is still in coitus. other than that, it is a great game, and definitely worth the time and money that you pay for it. you can save your progress, and load a save file
from before you finished the last quest to continue where you left off. at least its a good alternative to xstoryplayer 2.0. penetrate pussy and anus with your tongue, or grab the biggest cock you've ever seen in your life. your only
job is to have fun. sex is the most powerful feeling. enjoy the game. overview with xstoryplayer you play erotic stories of different nature. you can chat with girls through a dating site. go into the city and meet them at public
places. once a relationship with a girl is established you can take it to the next level. dont rush things, when a girl lets you know things are going to fast be careful not to force it. if you messed up, no worries, just reload the game
from the last save point and try again (i wish that was possible in real life). some girls are more kinky than others and may surprise you in their fantasies. once a girl is fully won over she is your love toy for life.
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